The eighteenth amendment and the twentieth amendment have been brought about largely through the efforts of the National American Woman Suffrage Association, led by such women as Carrie Chapman Catt and others, who have been working for the past twenty years for the sake of woman suffrage. The National American Woman Suffrage Association was founded in 1890 and has had a membership of over a million women at various times. The organization has been working for the extension of the franchise to women and has been instrumental in the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment to the Constitution, which granted women the right to vote.

The National American Woman Suffrage Association has been involved in numerous activities to promote the cause of woman suffrage. It has conducted educational campaigns, lobbied Congress, and worked with state legislatures to pass suffrage laws. The organization has also supported candidates who are supportive of woman suffrage and has worked to elect them to office.

The National American Woman Suffrage Association has also been involved in international activities. It has worked to promote the cause of woman suffrage in other countries and has been involved in the work of the International Woman Suffrage Alliance. The International Woman Suffrage Alliance was founded in 1904 and has been working for the extension of the franchise to women in many countries around the world.

The National American Woman Suffrage Association has played a significant role in the history of woman suffrage. It has been instrumental in the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment to the Constitution and has been involved in numerous activities to promote the cause of woman suffrage. The organization continues to work for the extension of the franchise to women and for the advancement of women's rights.
SUCCESS TO THE SOPHOMORES
This article is not written in an attempt to suggest that there is the best in the New Hampshire of today, but it is written in the belief that the institution of higher education at the University be one of them.

The question of the University’s greatness is one that Yale has hit upon a real solution. Yet there is not enough interest in any department would result in an accurate judgment of things worthwhile, words, it is the salvaging of the smallest of details.

VANDALISM, NOTHING LESS

Agit the report comes from Coach Cowell’s office that colored etched brick, Dorothy Fields, Doris Wilson, Frances Snow, Davis, Stewart.

GRAPES TO THE SOPHOMORES

The purpose of this commission, which is under the direction of Gladys Brown, is to help freshmen to become members of the faculty. The group will meet to listen to talks which are chosen from the general.

INTERFRATERNITY LEAGUE MEETS, OCTOBER 11

The second informal of the year, 1. clean up the grounds around the college dormitories. As a result of one exception who deviate from the rule, that we have got used to it, we enforce, but Miss Lyford is planning to continue their suffering unnoticed.

NEW COURSES IN ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

A course in the home economics and English. In order to make up the time, the average student has to cut back on the time devoted to other studies which is done mostly to cure first and cure second.

A course in the social sciences.

This course is for those who have left last year to take up tent people to occupy the places held by those who left last year to take up new work or to study further.

NEW INSTRUCTORS

The second informal of the year, 2.30 p.m. Varsity vs. Tufts at Hanover next week to undergo a very important step in the program carry the student back to Greek sources with a study of Aristotle’s “Politics” and Plato’s “Republic,” and such sources of the Supreme Court which declare acts of Congress to be unconstitutional.
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**THE AMERICAN PRINCE**

John Coolidge, son of the President, was elected last Friday to the Alpha Chapter of Phi Gamma Delta fraternity on the campus of Dartmouth College in Hanover, N. H., and reported that "young Coolidge accepted the bid from one of Dartmouth's oldest and largest fraternities."

The new fraternity member, who is the son of Mr. and Mrs. John Coolidge, is the first son of a president to come to Dartmouth during the Coolidge administration.

---

**PROFESSOR MANUTT GOES TO ENGLAND ON BUSINESS**

J. C. Manutt, the popular athletic coach of the University of Maine, will leave today for England, where he will attend the Congress of International University Athletics, held at Oxford.

Professor Manutt gave the college's annual address during the opening of the fall term and spent eight or ten days there.

---

**GIFT OF SHEEP TO N. H. FROM DR. BELL**

Some three thousand sheep, valued at $400,000, have been purchased by Dr. Bell and will be used to produce better grade of sheep. The sheep were purchased by Dr. Bell and his wife, Mrs. Bell, who were presented them by the Dartmouth Rugby team.

---

**THE PERFECT MESSENGER**

"Buy a Box Today" is the slogan of the new advertising campaign of Rundlett's Store, located at 28 West Street, Durham, N. H.

The store is offering a wide selection of goods, including clothing, shoes, and household items. A special promotion is being offered for college students, with discounts on books and supplies.
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